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ale aggression is probably the most devastating
problem in the breeding
of cockatoos. It is a chronic and distressing challenge that has caused
many exotic bird breeders to abandon
their efforts in cockatoo breeding, and
sometimes to abandon their efforts in
aviculture altogether.
Male aggression is not exclusive to
newly introduced pairs. This behavior
frequently occurs in pairs of cockatoos
that have been housed together,
breeding successfully, and prodUCing
offspring for a number of years.
There are many theories as to the
cause of male aggression. A viculturists
have developed various theories
regarding placement and size of the
breeding cages and breeding boxes
over the years. Hormonal changes and
incompatibility are frequently blamed,
as well as considerations of dietary
changes and even jealousy. No one
has yet come up with the answer, and
Mother Nature is not talking
Male aggressive behavior can have
a sudden onset, or it may be subtly
progressive. Sudden onset is the most
heartbreaking, as the male and female
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bonded pair of Moluccan Cockatoos. There has been no aggressive behavior.

Aggressive posture in a Moluccan male.
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may be cuddling in the afternoon, and
then she is found dead in the cage or
nest box the following morning. This
scenario occurs suddenly and without
warning. It is more common in pairs
that have been together for a long
time, and the male has never shown
signs of aggression towards the female.
In cases of progressive onset, the
first sign is often when the female is
observed to be spending most of her
time sitting on the bottom of the cage.
The male may chase her into the nest
box frequently, or may chase her away
from the food dish. He often exhibits a
restlessness or agitation. He may
crouch down frequently, rocking from
side to side with his wings trembling,
and making unusual puffing or
squeaking sounds. Injury to the female
usually follows soon after.
The resulting injury to the female
may initially appear minor, such as a
spot of blood above the beak or a spot
of blood on a wing. Within a few
hours, days, or even weeks, the female
will most likely exhibit more severe
injuries, most commonly facial, beak,
and foot lacerations, and broken
wings. There are often holes in the
mouth that have been undiscovered
until a vet exam because the apparent
injury appeared to be a simple bite to
the upper beak. In most cases, the
male will eventually severely mutilate
and kill the female if intervention is
delayed. Once a male has exhibited
physically aggressive behavior causing
injury to the female, he can be expected do it again to the same female and
to another. He cannot be trusted, even
if he temporarily appears to have settled dO';Nn. Preventive intervention is
mandatory at this point.
My experience has been that the
most frequent occurrences of male
aggression in the cockatoos have been
in the months of February through May,
which is actually the height of breeding
season in southern Florida. There have
been less frequent occurrences in all
other months. Interestingly, nearly all
the female injuries have occurred three
days before through three days after full
moon.
There has been a low incidence of

male aggression in my wild-caught
breeders. The handfeds have exhibited
an alarmingly high incidence of
aggression. They seem to have no fear
and no conscience when it comes to
beating up their mate. The pairs in
which a wild caught male is with a
domestic hen have shown the least
incidence of aggression, followed by
the pairs in which a domestic male is
with a wild caught hen.
The most frequent incidences have
been in pairs where both are domestically bred handfeds. Most of my breeder pairs fall into this category, hence
the high frequency of aggression. It
has also been observed that the second and third generation handfed
males are more aggressive than their
fathers were.
Through the years, there have been
many attempts at dealing with male
aggression. My avian veterinarian,
Susan L. Clubb, DVM, Diplomate
ABVP-A vian Practice, has developed a
number of methods of combating the
problem, and I have been fortunate

enough to put them into practice. In
addition to trimming the wings and
nails, several other physical means
have been used.
The first method we tried was using
a "beak ball" which was an acrylic ball
attached to the upper mandible. This
was basically unsuccessful, as it fell otf
after a few days or weeks. A surfboard
bumper, which was also attached to the
upper mandible, was then tried and
also fell off shortly after its application.
During the past two years, we have
had to develop a more reliable method
of dealing with the problem. A procedure was developed and termed "disarming" by Dr. Clubb. I would like to
make it very clear that I would not use
such strong measures with my birds
unless it was absolutely necessary and I
would not use anything that would
impair the well being of the birds.
These birds are my babies,'and I would
never do anything to harm them.
Disarming requires general anesthesia, and must be performed only by an
experienced avian veterinarian. Dr.
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Disarming the upper beak of a male
Umbrella Cockatoo.

Disarmed beak of
the Umbrella male.
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Grinding the lower beak to disarm the male Umbrella Cockatoo.
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Clubb places the bird under anesthesia
with Isoflurane by cone mask. Once
asleep, the bird is intubated. The bottom beak is ground down with a
Dremel grindstone to decrease the
sharpness of the points. Then, a Dremel
cutting wheel attachment is used to cut
off the end of the top beak. In the large
cockatoos, such as the Umbrellas and
Moluccans, the amount removed is
approx~ately 1/2 to :1/4 inch. There is
usually no bleeding, as the speed of the
cutting wheel cauterizes the area. If
bleeding does occur, it is minilnal and
is resolved with silver nitrate. The disarmed male awakens quickly from the
anesthesia, and goes about his business. He is able to eat, climb, and play
nOlmally, and appears to be unaware
that anything has happened to him. His
only limitation is in his ability to cause
physical injury to the female.
Just as our fingernails grow continually, so does the beak. The trimmed
beak grows back in three to four
months, and occasionally sooner.
Disarming has been most effective
when perfonned in October and
February, as my cockatoo-breeding
season usually begins in November
and ends in May.
Disarming is used as a strong measure to deal with a severe problem. It is
not done routinely, but only on the
males who have previously injured or
killed their mates. There is nothing
more heartbreaking than to find a sweet
female with holes in her face or missing
her beak, or lying dead in the bottom of
the cage. With constant observation of
behaviors and subsequent intervention,
this occurs much less often.
As described earlier, the handfed
cockatoo males are the Inost aggressive
towards their mates. This problem will
not end. Within the next few decades,
the wild caught breeders will no longer
be producing offspring, and what will
be left will be these aggressive handfed
males - the ultimate challenge.
As aviculturalists, it is our responsibility to deal with problems and do our
best to find solutions. We will not all
agree on the methods, but we will certainly agree on the goals of protecting
our birds from physical harm. ~

